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Molecular study of the rhodopsin gene in retinitis
pigmentosa patients in the Basque Country

A I Alvarez, E Arostegui, R Martin, M Duran, M L Onaindia, M Molina, M I Tejada

Abstract
Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a degenera-
tive disorder affecting the outer segment of
the retina and leading to night blindness
and progressive visual field loss. The
rhodopsin gene encodes a photolabile pig-
ment located in the rod outer segments
constituting around 80-90% of its protein
content and is the initiation point for the
visual cascade upon absorption of a single
photon. Seventy-five unrelated, isolated
RP families in the Basque Country, with at
least one affected member, were diagnosed
at our hospital after ophthalmic examin-
ation and electroretinogram analysis. The
patients received genetic counselling ac-
cording to their individual case based on
their clinical diagnosis. The modes of
inheritance found from pedigree studies
were the following: 20% (15/75) were classi-
fied as autosomal dominant retinitis pig-
mentosa (ADRP), 17.33% (13175) were
autosomal recessive (ARRP), 2.66% (2/75)
were unclassified (NC), and 60% (45175)
were sporadic cases (SCRP). From these
families, 75 unrelated and affected index
cases together with 22 affected relatives
and 42 unaffected relatives were screened
for mutations in the rhodopsin gene by GC
clamped denaturing gradient gel electro-
phoresis. Our results showed that five
ADRP, three ARRP, 15 SCRP, and one NC
families had alterations in this gene. Only
three of these alterations, that is 4% (3/75)
(95% CL 0-8), appeared to be responsible
for the disease. This represents a lower
percentage than the 10% previously re-
ported.
(JMed Genet 1998;35:387-390)
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Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) is a degenerative
disorder affecting the outer segment of the
retina and leads to night blindness and
progressive visual field loss. It can occur as iso-
lated RP or associated with a syndrome and
affects an average of 1 in 4000 of the white
population.' This disorder is very heterogene-
ous both clinically and genetically. Inheritance
of RP can be autosomal dominant (AD), auto-
somal recessive (AR), or X linked (XL), and a
few cases have been reported as mitochondrial
or digenic; however, most of the cases are spo-
radic (SC).2
Of all the families with eye disorders who

came to our hospital over a period of three
years, 75 of them had at least one member

diagnosed with isolated RP. Most of these
families were identified by the Association for
RP Affected Individuals in the Basque Coun-
try. After their clinical diagnosis, based on
ophthalmic and neurological examination, the
patients were referred for genetic counselling
and molecular analysis.

Currently, more than 20 loci have been
linked to RP, from which six genes have been
isolated. One of these six, the rhodopsin gene,
encodes a photolabile pigment constituting
80-90% of the protein content in rod photore-
ceptor outer segments.' This protein is respon-
sible for the initiation of the visual transduction
cascade upon the incidence of a photon of
light. The rhodopsin gene is thought to be the
most common cause of RP, with mutations
being reported as responsible for 20-30% of
ADRP,3 some ARRP,45 and a few cases of
SCRP.6 Altogether, rhodopsin mutations have
been reported to account for 10% of all Rp.2

Considering the significance of this gene, we
decided to carry out screening for rhodopsin
mutations among our RP population.

Materials and methods
CLINICAL EXAMINATION
The patients were ophthalmologically examined
for visual acuity, eye tension, and lens opacity,
and given a complete fundus examination and
visual field analysis by Humphrey computer. For
each patient, personal data regarding age of
onset, first and present symptoms of RP, and
family information were also compiled. Electro-
physiological analysis was based on electro-
retinogram (ERG) with Ganzfield stimulation
through scotopic and phototopic conditions, as
well as visual evoked potentials (VEP) and
acoustic evoked potentials (AEP).

PATIENTS
In our Genetic Unit, we classified 75 unrelated
isolated RP families with at least one affected
member based on the modes of inheritance:
20% (15/75) ADRP, 17.33% (13/75) ARRP,
2.66% (2/75) NC, and 60% (45/75) SCRP. It
is interesting to note that none of the families in
this study seemed to show an X linked RP pat-
tern by extended family history of three or
more generations. In the SC cases we included
all pedigrees with only one affected member,
although there was consanguinity in some of
them, as long as there were no other affected
family members or other features suggestive of
a different mode of transmission.
Out of these families, 75 unrelated and

affected index cases were screened together
with 22 affected relatives and 42 unaffected
relatives to search for mutations in the
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Table 1 RPfamilies in the Basque Country with alterations in the rhodopsin gene

No offamilies
Mode of Total No of with rhodopsin
transmission families alteration Family lab name Class of alteration Rhodopsin alteration

ADRP 15 5 (33.3%) F. 8 Causative polymorphism AG-AT nt 5167 C-A nt 5321
F. 21 Causative silent mutation A211G (His-Arg) C 160A

polymorphism (Thr) C-T nt 3982 +C-A nt
5321

F. 59, 72, 93 Polymorphism C-T nt 3982+C-A nt 5321
ARRP 13 3 (23.0%) F. 31 Polymorphism G-T nt 682

Polymorphism C-T nt 3982+C-A nt 5321
F. 71, 81 Polymorphism C-T nt 3982+C-A nt 5321

SCRP 45 15 (33.3%) F. 49 Causative polymorphism C23T (Pro-Leu)A-G nt 269
F. 82 Polymorphism C-A nt 5321
F.86 Silent mutation C160A (Thr)
F.4, 18, 20, 44, 50, Polymorphism C-T nt 3982+C-A nt 5321

52, 53,54,57, 63,
70, 85

NC 2 1 (50%) F.48 Polymorphism C-T nt 3982
Total 75 24 (32%)

F=family, nt=nucleotide.

rhodopsin gene by GC clamped denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE).7

All the index cases were karyotyped on
peripheral blood lymphocytes.
The clinical symptoms of our patients were

variable but quite homogeneous within the
same inheritance group. They all showed typi-
cal night blindness with loss of peripheral
visual field and the presence of additional fea-
tures in the fundus (cataracts, retinal vessel
attenuation, and retinal drusen, etc). The
symptoms and clinical findings were less severe
in the dominant group than in the recessive
group.

MOLECULAR ANALYSIS
Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood
lymphocytes through a "salting out" procedure.
Six segments ofthe rhodopsin gene consisting of
the five exons together with adjacent intronic
sequences were amplified using the polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and primers that con-
tained a 40 base pairGC clamp, according to the
method of Sheffield et al,' modified for a final
volume of 50,ul (5,l of 10 x buffer supplied by
Boehringer-Mannheim, 75 nmol of a dNTP
mix, 25 pmol of each primer, DMSO 8-10%,
1.30 U Taq polymerase (also supplied by
Boehringer-Mannheim), 60-180 ng of human
genomic DNA, and 36 pl of water). PCR condi-
tions consisted of a denaturation step at 94°C for
four minutes, 40 cycles with denaturation at
94°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C for 30
seconds, and elongation at 72°C for 30 seconds
followed by two final steps of denaturation at
94°C and reannealing at 72°C for five minutes
each. Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis
(DGGE) was performed following the methods
of Myers et al." PCR products that showed
altered DGGE migration with the appearance of
more than one band were digested with restric-
tion endonuclease or sequenced or both.
Each sample was digested using KspI for

RHO (1A), SmaI for RHO (IB), RsaI for RHO
(3), and FokI for RHO (5). A purification step
using the Promega Magic Minipreps Kit
according to manufacturer's instructions was
performed before DNA sequencing; the result-
ing purified PCR products were directly
sequenced by the dideoxy chain termination

method using the fmol cycle sequencing kit
from Promega.

Results
We found an altered DGGE pattern in five
ADRP, three ARRP, 15 SCRP, and one NC
families (table 1). We classified these DNA
alterations into three categories: (1) mutations
that could be responsible for the disorder, (2)
silent mutations, and (3) polymorphisms (table
1). Every alteration was found in the hetero-
zygous state.

In the first group, we found a total of three
DNA mutations, two in the ADRP group and
one in a SCRP case. The two changes in the
ADRP families were an AG-AT substitution at
position 5167 in the acceptor splice site ofintron
4,12 and an A-G transversion in codon 211-RHO
(3) which leads to the amino acid change
His2l lArg.'3 The third mutation present in a
family first classified as SCRP was a C-T transi-
tion in the second nucleotide of codon 23-RHO
(1A), which caused a Pro23Leu change (manu-
script in preparation).

In the second group, we found two families
(one AD and the other SC) with a C-A substi-
tution (Thr) in codon 160-RHO (2) which
produces a silent mutation.13

In the third group, we saw the previously
described polymorphisms C-T at nucleotide
3982-RHO (3)14 and C-A at nucleotide 5321
within RHO (5)14 in five ADRP, three ARRP,
and 12 SCRP families. One NC family only
had the C-T polymorphism at position 3982
and a SCRP family had only the C-A polymor-
phism at position 5321. In addition, we found
a G-T polymorphism at nucleotide 682 in one
ARRP family; to our knowledge this is the first
time this polymorphism has been described.
Finally, we also saw the previously described
A-G polymorphism at nucleotide 269-RHO
(lA)" in the family with the third mutation.
Table 2 shows the allelotypes and familial
frequencies of all these polymorphisms.

Discussion
The 75 families diagnosed with isolated RP
and studied in this work were collected at our
hospital over a period of three consecutive
years. The different modes of inheritance were
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Table 2 Allelotypes in RP affectedfamilies within the Basque Country andfamilialfrequencies

Numfam (famfreq) Inheritance classification RHO (3) RHO (5) RHO (IA) RHO (JB)

52 (69.3%) AD:10/15 (66.6%) -/- -1- -1- -I-
AR:10/13 (77.9%)
SC:31/45 (68.8%)
NC:1/2 (50%)

18 (24%) AD:4/15 (26.6%) -/C3982T -/C5321A -1- -1-
AR:3/13 (23.0%)
SC:12/45 (26.6%)

2 (2.66%) AD:I/15 (6.6%) -/- -/C5321A -1- -1-
SC:1/2 (2.2%)

1 (1.3%) NC:1/2 (50%) -/C3982T -/- -I- -/-
1 (1.3%) SC: 1/45 (2.2%) -I- -I- -/A269G -I-
1 (1.3%) AR:1/13 (7.69%) -/C3982T -/C5321A -/- -/G682T

75

established at our genetic counselling depart-
ment after exhaustive interviews with both
patients and relatives, generating pedigrees of
three and sometimes four generations. Consid-
ering this information, the classification was
based on the clinical symptoms; therefore, the
frequencies given in our results cannot be con-
sidered definitive. For instance, there are two
SC cases (as described in Patients) which could
be classified as AR transmission because there
is consanguinity, but we have classified them as
SC since there are no other affected sibs and we
have not been able to study homozygosity. The
apparent lack of X linked RP families is also
interesting. In two of the families classified as
AR, we found in the offspring two affected
brothers and no affected sisters. Our decision
to classify them as AR is based on the following
criteria. (1) In three generations there is no
other affected male through maternal transmis-
sion and (2) there appears to be consanguinity
in their parents. Therefore, the apparent lack of
X linked RP in our sample could be because of
regional and geographical differences de-
scribed in the Basque population on several
occasions. 1-1

Regarding the DNA alterations found by
DGGE, we have considered those that seem to
be responsible for RP, that is, all the anomalies
found in the coding region of the protein that
were present in the affected members and not
in the unaffected. These include the missense
mutations (fam 21-RHO (3) and fam 49-
RHO (1A)) and the splice site mutation (fam
8-RHO (5)). In all cases, it seems obvious that
the DNA alteration could affect the protein
structure and therefore lead to RP. As
discussed previously,'2 13 the most problemati-
cal case is family 49 who have the Pro23Leu
mutation not only in the subject with RP but
also in his three at present asymptomatic chil-
dren (paper in preparation). This is interesting
because the patient was first classified as SC
with no other affected members, but this
mutation has also been described as responsi-
ble for one case of ADRP.'9 Since our patient
does not have a previous family history of RP
and experienced his first symptoms in his for-
ties, we surmise that this could be a de novo
mutation and that his children (now in their
thirties) may show symptoms of the disorder
later. This family may also be AD with incom-
plete penetrance, since Sandberg et af' have
shown that patients with an intradiscal muta-
tion seem to have less severe features of RP
than patients with rhodopsin mutations in

other domains. Finally, the mutated allele
could be recessive with the presence of another
undetected and mutated second allele. For this
potentially digenic model, we have eliminated
RDS/pheripherin as the second gene as no
mutations were found in this gene in this fam-
ily. Hopefully, future follow up in the clinical
study of this family will determine the exact
nature of this case.
To summarise, we report that 13.33% (2/15)

or 18.75% (3/16) of ADRP families in the
Basque Country have a rhodopsin gene defect
that seems to be responsible for the disorder,
the latter percentage being closer to the
20-30% reported by other authors.8 15

All the DNA mutations found in the
affected population are individual point muta-
tions seen in individual families. In our total
sample, the percentage of defects in the
rhodopsin gene that could be responsible for
RP is 4% (3/75) (95% CL 0-8), which is a little
lower than the reported figure of 10% by other
authors. Considering the allelic heterogeneity
of this gene, this could be because of a geneti-
cally distinct population; however, more
exhaustive studies will be necessary to
confirm this as well as to elucidate the pathol-
ogy of RP.
Regarding the group ofDNA alterations that

do not seem to be responsible for RP, we have
included here: (1) all alterations present in the
non-coding region of the protein, (2) changes
not altering the amino acid sequence, and (3)
changes that did not cosegregate with the
disorder within families. Some of these have
already been found with controls in other stud-
ies. It should be noted that 24% of the patients
(table 2) with the polymorphism at position
3982 also had the one at nucleotide 5321. As
we can see in table 2, this percentage is similar
in the three inheritance classes. This could
suggest a possible founder effect for the
polymorphism among apparently non-
rhodopsin RP patients, but with some reserva-
tions. Cosegregation is inconsistent. For exam-
ple, the index case of fam 21 had the two
polymorphisms together with a silent mutation
in exon 2, and a mutation that seems to be
responsible for the disease in exon 3 (table 1).
The two mutations cosegregate with the
polymorphism in RHO (3) but not with the
polymorphism in RHO (5), which the patient
inherited from her father.'3 Also, we found no
homozygotes, which is unexpected based on
the high frequency of heterozygotes. For the
RHO (3) polymorphism, the frequency is
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13.3% (20/150 chromosomes) and for RHO
(5) polymorphism 14% (21/150) (table 2).
These figures are quite similar to other studies
in the Spanish population21 and by different
authors. 14
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